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Abstract: Rechargeable batteries have recently experienced increases in productivity and the economy,
solidifying their dominance in energy-intensive cultures. Regular performance monitoring is required to lessen
the adverse environmental effects of batteries in the face of increased demand. The distinctive features of
lithium-ion batteries (LIBs) make them an ideal choice for energy storage. Battery management systems (BMSs)
are needed to make sure that LIB systems are safe and operate effectively. Critical problems in the existing
structure and operation of BMSs are their limited data storage capacity and weak computational power. This
paper studies the idea and architecture of cloud-based smart BMSs and offers some viewpoints on their
performance, usability, and advantages for upcoming battery applications. While some of the benefits of sensors
have been recognized for more than a hundred years, the combination of diverse sensing technologies with
novel battery platforms has the potential to revolutionize the sector by changing how both new and old lithium-
ion devices are used. This paper also highlights current advances and their associated benefits focusing on
electrochemical, mechanical, acoustic, and optical sensors that can potentially boost battery sustainability and
longevity.

Keywords: rechargeable battery, lithium ion-based batteries (LIBs), sensor, fiber optics, battery management
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1. Introduction
Our planet faces severe sustainability concerns that demand cutting-edge research in a range of sectors,

including electrochemical battery storage. For the energy transition into a more carbon-neutral world to be
successful, there must be a significant advancement in battery technology. In the same way that the
electrification of transportation necessitates far more affordable and long-lasting batteries, new storage
technologies are required if more renewable energy sources are to be deployed on the electrical grid. Maybe
more than any other, rechargeable battery technology best exemplifies the twenty-first century's sustainability
issues [1]. Although lithium-ion batteries (LIBs) have largely replaced those that came before them due to the
never-ending and complex requirements of many sectors, as well as the growing Internet of Things (IoT)
communications boom, lead-acid and nickel-metal-hydride power sources are established technological
advances with essentially supply chains that are closed-loop and good components restoration/reusability.
During the vehicle's operational life, the integration of such battery packages imposes strict control on the
battery's safety status, state of charge (SoC), and state of health (SoH). The battery's "state of health," which is
determined by the difference between its actual and initial capacities, predicts the system's anticipated remaining
life. It is challenging to accurately and robustly determine the SoC and SoH of the automotive battery package
due to cost restrictions and the requirement to reduce complexity [2,3].
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With the increased use of portable electronic devices, electrochemical energy storage technologies, notably
lithium and lithium-ion batteries, are pervasive in modern culture. A variety of functional requirements are
posed by novel storage applications like the incorporation of renewable energy generation and the increased
usage of electric vehicles. Electron and ion transport are essential to battery operation because they control the
battery's energy output under application-specific conditions and the amount of overall energy that can be used
[4]. Despite climatic change and the decrease in greenhouse gases, EVs have now demonstrated their potential.
Power batteries have evolved in recent years into a great energy storage component for EVs. A new thermal
problem will emerge in the battery pack of EVs as the need for rapid charging and exceptionally fast charging
batteries rises. Therefore, having a strong battery thermal management system (BTMS) is necessary to ensure
both safeties as well as outstanding performance [5]. A phase-change material (PCM), metal foam, as well as
fins make a BTMS that maintains the battery's surface temperature at the lowest feasible temperature while
discharging under both typical and challenging environmental circumstances [6]. Due to its great efficiency and
low energy cost, AC pulse heating is a viable preheating technique for lithium-ion batteries. Obtaining the upper
bound of the heating current (UBHC) is necessary to prevent lithium plating during AC heating. To estimate the
battery temperature and voltage of the negative electrode, Li et al. created a dual RC model that they connected
with a thermal model [7].

One of the fundamental tasks performed by a battery management system (BMS) is state estimate. Correct
state estimates can increase battery safety and extend battery life. The main obstacles to accurate battery state
estimates are, in particular, the scarcity of quantifiable data, the incompatibility of model parameters, extreme
nonlinearity, and temporal fluctuation of battery state. Intelligent algorithms, large data, cloud computing, and
intelligent sensing are thus workable options. With the help of modern intelligence algorithms to improve the
model and signal characteristics, intelligent sensing to get more plentiful signals, cloud computing, and big data
mining to thoroughly mine distinctive signals, battery state estimation's accuracy, and stability are gradually
improving [8].

Due to qualities like high voltage, prolonged cycling life, as well as low self-discharge, LIBs have become
the most popular rechargeable batteries. A LIB is made up of a separator, a negative electrode, a positive
electrode, and related current collectors (see Figure 1). Lithium ions alternately move between the cathode and
anode during charging and discharging. While the process of charging and discharging, lithium ions transfer
between the cathode and anode. When a discharge occurs, ions travel from the anode's surface to the cathode
using the electrolyte, while electrons travel from the anode to the cathode via an external circuit. When the
battery is charged, ions return to the anode via the electrolyte, while an external force pushes electrons from the
negatively charged cathode to the anode end of the battery. Na+, K+, Zn2+, Ca2+, Mg2+, and Al3+ are also useful
ions, while Li+ is the most frequently utilized. The chemistry within a battery varies depending on the working
ion utilized, and this must always be kept in mind. As a result, Li-based battery anodes and cathodes cannot be
regularly employed in other battery types. In order to evaluate battery performance, electrical characteristics are
used as technical operating parameters. When comparing manufacturing specifications, such as capacity, C-rate,
nominal voltage, and cycle life, these parameters can be used to describe the current state of a rechargeable
battery, such as SoC, SoH and DoC. The amount of charge a battery can store is referred to as capacity, and it is
determined by the mass of the active material. When a battery is depleted, its capacity is the total number of
Amp-hours (Ah) that are still usable. Voltage, a battery characteristic that describes the variation in potential
between the cathode and the anode, is another. Ideal cathodes should have high potentials, and ideal anodes
should have low potentials in order to produce high voltages. Battery C-Rates regulate a battery's charge and
discharge rates. The measurement of the current at which a battery is charged and discharged is known as the
battery C-Rating.

The fundamental electrode process during battery charging and discharging includes electronic conduction,
electrode response, solid-phase diffusion, lithium-ion transfer, and diffusion. During battery operation, heat
processes and performance degradation also take place in addition to electrochemical behaviors. Although the
prospect of higher carbon neutrality and "microeconomic" have an impact owing to increased utilization of LIBs
is outstanding it is vital for improving the quality, durability, longevity, and stability of cells and systems [9].
Major research teams and available resources are now concentrating on "promoting green" LIBs [10] with the
use of environmentally friendly electrodes and materials, reconsidering resource recovery strategies, and
broadening the hunt for passively, non-disruptive diagnostic methods that can observably enhance device
efficiency [2]. Additional advancements are needed to solve performance, durability, and cost concerns to
realize the full potential of these devices. Current demands on LIBs include increasing power and energy density
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as well as extending the operational cycle life of batteries for one and only-life applications. In addition, the
growing acceptance of battery-powered cars and electric-hybrid automobiles, that employ batteries as a valuable
part, calls for significant advancement in the operand expect of the state of health (SoH) and deterioration.
Battery monitoring, on the other hand, is a difficult challenge that must be solved by unraveling an inherent
conflict between primary and parasitic faradaic biochemical reactions including phase transitions, as well as
restrictions on electronic and ionic transport. Lithium plating, electrode fracturing, metal dissolution, shuttle
movement of redox pollutants, and uncontrollable expansion of the solid electrolyte interphase (SEI) are a few
examples of the phenomena that parasitic reactions can cause [11]. In addition to harming cell performance, all
of these phenomena also result in a systematic underutilization of cells and batteries due to weak diagnostic
capabilities, which causes an overreliance on faulty data to set safety margins.

Figure 1. Schematic representation of LIBs/rechargeable batteries.

To understand the basic physics of battery power, which need advanced instrumentation [12–15] and can
optimally perform in specific mutations or when a cell is cycled, a variety of characterization methodologies
have been established in the lab. Meanwhile, these analytical methods necessitate specialized tools and cell
layouts incompatible with commercial cells [16]. Recent battery management systems' primary data components
for field monitoring are current, terminal voltage, and impedance characteristics. Unexpectedly, temperature and
its slope profoundly regulate the battery chemistry and longevity for electric vehicle (EV) use [17] and are now
monitored indirectly at the module scale rather than directly at the individual cell level. Individual-cell sensing
with analog temperature sensors is being investigated, but their integration has been impeded by their size and
required wiring [18–21]. Battery management system (BMS) units are still limited to estimating dependability
and functionality through statistical techniques, even if they have exact knowledge of the cell temperature. A
battery for an electric car may cost as much as one-third of the value of the vehicle, therefore the search
for high-value information resulting in longer battery service life is warranted, even though such an estimation is
suitable for "disposable" devices. With the aid of newly developed cell-level sensors, we should be able to study
physical, chemical, and thermal parameters (in particular mutations) with an acceptable time and spatial
resolution, leading to significantly more precise estimates of the state of charge (SoC), state of health (SoH), and
preliminary reports.

The following sections comprise the remaining text of this review: A summary of several battery-detecting
techniques is covered in Section 2. For the sustainable use of rechargeable batteries, Section 3 examines three
advanced battery management (BMS) strategies: the BMS comprises safety management, heat management,
charging/discharging management, equalization management, safety/ageing management, and fault detection.
Section 4 covers the principal Battery sensing techniques: The ability to comprehend the battery better will be
made possible by the addition of some smart measurement data on the electrochemical, mechanical, acoustical,
and optical characteristics of the batteries. Section 5 concludes the essay by listing the current difficulties,
outlining the prospects for future research, and summarizing the paper.

2. Overview of Several Techniques for Battery Sensing
The electrical output of conventional batteries cannot be directly controlled, making them passive sources

of power and energy. A typical BMS keeps track of the batteries' functional state (terminal voltage, current, and
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pack temperature) to evaluate their SoC and SoH and to manage the batteries while they are cycling. Due to the
relatively few monitored parameters and incomplete knowledge of cell activity, batteries still face technological
challenges in precisely forecasting the states and monitoring the operation, which have a substantial impact on
the QRL (Quality, Reliability, and Life) of the batteries. The problems are anticipated to be solved by a
powerful battery-sensing system that is simple to use and performs well. Nascimento et al. [22] built a hybrid
sensing network into a Li-ion battery pouch cell to measure and distinguish internal strain as well as variations
in temperature simultaneously in real-time. For a secure and reliable operation, the results directly gave more
accurate information for state estimation. Additionally, the sensing data provided information on the
development of heat and stress in the batteries, allowing researchers and engineers to better understand the
internal components of the battery and support the creation of novel computer models of the battery's structure.
As a result, future battery design will be improved and battery chemistry will advance further. Additionally,
battery sensing can demonstrate early performance decline indications.

A statistical analysis of the numerous technologies for sensing included in patents for battery module
designs as well as systems was presented by Dominko et al. [23]. Numerous battery sensing methods have been
tested over time to look at various battery compositions. As of yet, it has been discovered that optical fibre
sensors (OFS), including fiber Bragg grating (FBG), evanescent wave spectral analysis, and other fibre optics,
are responsible for the majority. Figure 2 shows the academic trend for battery sensing techniques; the
current/voltage sensing methods are not shown since they have reached their advanced research stage. The key
sensing techniques being developed to monitor various parameters, including temperature, strain, and SoC/SoH,
are listed in Table 1.

Figure 2. Battery-compatible sensing techniques.

Due to temperature gradients that may cause local variances in battery ageing and, ultimately, worldwide
ageing, the temperature is a crucial component in determining batteries’ safe and stable operation. A range of
temperature-sensing systems for batteries is required because breakdowns, temperature runaway, leakage,
combustion, and explosive of batteries might happen under a lack of cooling or extreme temperatures [24].
Thermocouples (TC), thermistors [25,26], and resistance temperature detectors (RTD) [27,28] appear to be well-
established methods that are frequently used to track the temperature of the surface across all implementations
whereas TC and RTD are more frequently used to monitor the temperature within the device in a laboratory.
While they have benefits like outstanding sensitivity, small dimensions, quick response, and inexpensive, they
also have drawbacks such as wiring and location concerns that don't affect battery performance. The distribution
of surface temperatures as well as areas of heat inside the battery can be observed using two prominent
techniques, thermographic imaging [29] and infrared thermal imaging [30], both of which have intricate designs,
poor spatial resolution, and limited temperature precision. Furthermore, as separate-point monitoring methods,
these approaches are insufficient to obtain the spatially non-uniform temperature distribution. Because the
surface temperature is much lower than the actual peak temperature of batteries, the monitoring of the internal
temperature is more advantageous and precise for keeping the batteries functioning within the ideal operating
temperature range and for raising the QRL of the batteries [24].
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Table 1. Several techniques for battery sensing.

Parameter Technique Deployment Destructive potential Ref

Temperature Thermocouple (TC) Both inside and outside Nondestructive [47,48]

Temperature Thermistor Both inside and outside Nondestructive [25,26]

Temperature Resistance Temperature Detector
(RTD)

Both inside and outside Nondestructive [27,28]

Temperature Thermographic Imaging Outside Nondestructive [29]

Temperature Infrared Thermal Imaging Outside Nondestructive [30]

Strain Strain-gauge Outside Nondestructive [31]

Strain Load Cell Outside Nondestructive [33]

Strain Digital Image Correlation Outside Nondestructive [34]

Strain XPS (X-ray Photoelectron
Spectroscopy)

Outside Destructive [49]

Strain X-ray Diffraction (XRD) Outside Destructive [35]

SoC/SoH EIS (Electrochemical Impedance
Spectroscopy)

Outside Nondestructive [38]

SoC/SoH ECM (Equivalent Circuit Model) Outside Nondestructive [50]

SoC/SoH Machine Learning Algorithm Outside Nondestructive [39]

SoC/SoH EM (Electron Microscopes) Outside Destructive [43]

SoC/SoH Scanning Transmission
Electron Microscope (STEM)

Outside Destructive [42]

Temperature & Strain &
SoC/SoH

Optical Fibre Sensor Both inside and outside Nondestructive [44,45]

Strain is just as crucial to battery regulation as temperature since it results from the buildup of
heterogeneous electrode stress, which reduces the capacity and power of batteries [31]. Typically, the electrode
stress can be represented by the electrode surface pressure and/or the entire battery and the dimensional change.
Using a strain gauge [32], which measures the total volume change of batteries, is the easiest approach to
measuring strain. Load cell [33] is a different strain measurement technique that uses a constraint fixture to
measure the mechanical stress at the stack level in real-time. An amplified load cell and a battery cell are linked
in series to form the constraint fixture. With the help of a series of digital photos and a non-contact optical
technique called correlation of digital images [34], strain is directly measured in two or three dimensions by
following a recognizable pattern on the surface. Two destructive methods, XPS (X-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy) as well as XRD (X-ray diffraction), may be used to measure the strain inside the battery rather
than following changes in cell volume outside. Both integrating the FBG sensors inside the battery anode and
attaching them to the surface of the Li-ion battery cell allow for the monitoring of strain evolution during the
process of charging and discharging. A unique structure is also suggested to improve the sensitivity of the FBG
sensors.

Operando through-thickness measurements within a large-scale commercial Li-ion pouch cell are
performed in a novel manner using a high-energy XRD approach. Without embedding any intrusive sensors that
change battery behavior, the method, which has an in-plane spatial resolution of less than a millimeter, at the
same time affects the regional temperature, the local SoC of the two electrodes, and the local in-plane elastic
strain in the current collectors. A revolutionary method presented thus allows it possible to separate the
mechanical strain and thermal strain that is created during the discharge and charge cycling of the pouch cell,
enabling local temperature measurement inside the battery [35].

The SoC parameter is important since it displays the performance of the battery both now and during the
course of its remaining life [36]. The longevity and energy transmission or reception capacity of the battery,
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however, are significantly influenced by SoH [37]. However, direct observation of SoC or SoH is impossible
because of the electrochemical processes and non-linear, time-varying characteristics. To estimate SoC/SoH, a
variety of models and approaches are utilized along with information about the physical properties of batteries.
Numerous estimation techniques have been created over time, with the electrochemical impedance spectroscope
(EIS) being a widely used technique for understanding electrochemical processes that are directly associated
with battery impedance [38]. It has been used to create various equivalent circuit models (ECMs) that are also
used to compute the SoC/SoH of batteries and support the design of adaptive filter algorithms and non-linear
observers, such as various Kalman Filter implementations. Machine learning algorithms are utilized to reliably
estimate the SoC/SoH of batteries and even assess SoC/SoH variability between cells in packs of batteries due to
their powerful data processing and nonlinear fitting capabilities [39–41]. These include scanning transmission
electron microscopy (STEM) [42] and electron microscopy (EM) [43] are used for determining the SoC/SoH of
batteries by defining the intricate growth of the solid electrolyte interface (SEI) successively and the lithium
electrodeposition at the atomic scale in a destructive manner.

Acoustic sensing and OFS is a more recent innovations in battery sensing methods. It can be incorporated
inside the battery or attached to the surface and uses computational methods to monitor temperature, strain, and
other variables in real-time and determine SoC/SoH [44,45]. Accurate sensing with fine temporal and spatial
resolution is required for an advanced and intelligent battery to ensure safe and dependable operation, calculate
and forecast the real-time states, and provide a basis for temperature management, management of power, as
well as battery life monitoring [46].

3. Advanced Battery Management Approaches for the Sustainable Use of
Rechargeable Batteries
The fast adoption of energy from renewable sources and electric automobiles has been facilitated by the

need to minimize pollution and dependence on nonrenewable resources [51]. Since batteries are the primary
energy storage device for sustainable energy and electric automobiles, they are essential. LIBs are particularly
intriguing due to their remarkable performance and rapidly declining price. However, LIBs are frequently used
in harsh locations and are subjected to a range of abusive circumstances. The battery's lifespan can be shortened
by factors such as overloading, external heat transfer, excessively quick charging, internal/external short circuits,
and anomalous temperature rises that could lead to the production of gases or even thermal overrun, the process
of combustion, and explosion. Batteries must therefore be handled carefully to ensure their safety and increase
their useful life. A BMS is necessary to ensure that battery performance meets the necessities of the automobile
for the duration of the battery's life expectancy in addition to monitoring different battery conditions [52].

The four main generations of battery management technologies are "zero or no management," "basic
management," "advanced management," and “next generation management” as presented in Figure 3 [53]. The
"zero management" approach, which merely regulates charge/discharge by keeping an eye on the terminal
voltage of the battery, is only appropriate for older lead-acid batteries with potent anti-abuse features. This
generation of batteries underutilizes battery energy, has ineffective control, and necessitates time-consuming
maintenance. The "basic management" approach has not greatly improved over the "zero management" system.

The primary goal of the "basic management" system is to enhance the detecting circuit to ensure
measurement accuracy and reliability. By continually monitoring external characteristics (such as electrical
current, voltage, or temperature) from every single cell in a battery pack online, it may be possible to
successfully prevent over-charging and over-discharging. However, it does not offer online monitoring of one's
inner states, and it is otherwise relatively simple with very few if any, algorithms. As a result, the workload and
complexity of battery care are not reduced because of a lack of understanding of the interior states of batteries.
Data and intelligence are the defining characteristics of the next generation of management, which will act as
the crucial link between EVs and the energy society, which is made up of many EVs, charging stations, and
power plants [54]. More attention is being paid to managing the entire battery lifecycle, from production to
recycling, in this generation of battery management.Battery modules require improved management due to the
growing quantity of onboard batteries. Advanced management systems come in both centralized and
decentralized configurations. The advanced management system, which also prioritizes improving the
performance of batteries and the user's experience while driving, enables monitoring of battery system dynamics.
There is still significant opportunity for advancement, even though advanced management represents cutting-
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edge technology in battery management today. Batteries throughout the entire energy society, in addition to the
numerous batteries already placed in cars, are the management objects of "next-generation management"
systems. The battery system, motor system, and other systems all have different performance needs that must be
met by electric automobiles. Figure 4 illustrates the requirement inheritance path for EVs and the performance
goals for battery management.

Figure 3. Technology development in battery management.

Figure 4. Performance goals for battery management and EVs.
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A complete BMS must manage the many influences of operating circumstances, exterior environment, and
ongoing issues. Because of this, the battery system needs advanced management techniques to operate safely
and effectively. The BMS consists of fault detection, charging/discharging management,
equalization management, safety/ageing management, thermal management, and administration of the system.
Improved heating, electrical power, ageing, and security performance of the battery system are its primary goals.

3.1 Thermal Management
Battery systems must function within a certain temperature range to deliver optimal performance. Both too-

low and excessively high temperatures will impair battery performance and result in permanent harm. To
achieve the intended battery performance, the battery temperature is controlled by BTMS to a desirable level.
This involves heating batteries that are too cold and cooling batteries that are too hot. If a thermal discrepancy
occurs, BTMS will also rebalance the distribution of pack temperatures.

3.2 Charging/Discharging Management
A crucial barrier to the paradigm change from fossil fuel-powered vehicles to electric vehicles is the

charging period of LIBs. Simply speeding up the charging process could result in substantial safety risks, early
battery ageing, and significant energy loss. Of their electrochemical and structural characteristics, internal
dynamic states, and environmental factors, LIBs have specific charging rate restrictions [55,56]. Security, time
spent charging, charge-induced health deterioration, and energy consumption are all factors to be taken into
account when charging batteries. These components might interact and collide while a battery is in use.

3.3 Equalization Management

The quality characteristics of each cell will alter after several cycles as a result of the dissimilar temperature
distribution throughout the pack of batteries, as well as the varied Coulomb efficiencies and self-discharge rates
of each cell. Poor performance, a smaller overall capacity, a shorter life expectancy, and even safety issues will
be the result of this. Research on LIBs' equalization management is crucial to minimizing performance
differences amongst the battery pack's cells [57]. Approaches for equalization can be founded on voltage [58],
SoC [59], ability [60], or a mix of these [61–63]. The goal of voltage-based approaches is to guarantee that,
within a particular range, the voltage remains constant across all of the individual cells. Due to the
straightforward control algorithm and direct voltage measurement, this method is frequently employed in
practical applications. A single voltage aim, however, places a cap on the efficiency of equalization.

3.4 Safety and Aging Management
Battery ageing management generally aims to increase battery life, whereas safety management guards

against hazards including exploitation, explosion, fire, leaking, and others. Utilizing cutting-edge separators,
which include inorganic ceramic fibre separators [64], inorganic composite separators supported by paper sheets
[65], and enhanced polyimide nanofiber separators [66], can enhance the hydrophilicity and thermal stability of
separators. Cathode materials' safety can be improved by using temperature-sensitive electrodes [67,68]. Both
the addition of a flame retardant and an additive for overcharge prevention could increase the safety of
electrolytes [69,70]. Excessive internal pressure in cells is avoided using explosion-proof valves. Mechanical
safety is critical for power storage units like batteries. High-strength materials are used inside battery systems
along with sealing devices to protect batteries against penetration and water intrusion, respectively. To avoid
battery module dislocation and component fatigue failure, fixation, and damping designs might be used. To
increase collision protection, components' bearing and structural strengths might be increased.

To achieve safety management, which is based on temperature safety and high-voltage safety, a system
safety-related design is required. This design can be divided into four categories, as shown in Figure 5: cell
safety design, structural safety design, electrical safety design, and temperature safety design.
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Figure 5. Systems for traction batteries are designed with safety in mind.

3.5 Fault Detection
In addition to its safety design, the battery system's safety management system ensures safe and efficient

functioning. As a result, fault detection is crucial to enhancing the security and dependability of a battery system.
Conventional detection methods use a simple majority voting system for decision-making, hardware redundancy
data, and measurements of the same data across many hardware components [71]. These approaches may have
drawbacks, including rising expenses, size, volume, and consumption of electricity as well as diminished
reliability [72].

When lithium-ion batteries are operating, fault detection technologies can find and assess progressive
defects as well as anticipate and recognize unexpected faults [73]. Based on exterior parameters during battery
operation, a realistic defect detection approach can assess the battery's health. This benefits battery
utilization analysis, battery life extension, and battery maintenance cost reduction. Appropriate fault detection
techniques should be used to limit the likelihood of safety issues and assure the effective usage of batteries in
light of the complex reaction mechanisms and hazy working circumstances of lithium-ion batteries [74]. Four
different groups can be used to categorize fault detection techniques [75].

3.5.1. Technique Based on Statistical Analysis

The approach to statistical analysis is a mathematical technique for drawing inferences from a variety of
facts and information using mathematical statistics. Numerous sensors in the battery system gather data on the
battery's internal resistance, temperature, voltage, current, and other factors. Utilizing statistical techniques that
involve entropy, the distribution of Gaussian, coefficients of correlation, and the maximum probability, the
obtained data are directly analyzed. Low computing complexity and great execution efficiency define the
statistical analysis-based technique. The voltage curve coefficient of correlation suggested in the article serves
as the foundation for the short-circuit fault detection approach [76,77].

3.5.2. Technique Based on Analytical Models

Developing an accurate battery model is the first step in the analytic model-based technique of the battery.
Then, to ascertain whether the system is flawed, the model is used to retrieve the parameters conveying fault
information. Electrochemical designs, circuit equivalent models, fractional order models, as well as a variety of
coupled models are some of the models that can be employed in the current research. The side reaction
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equations for battery ageing can be used with the electrochemical models to further explore the ageing
mechanism of the battery. These models can also reflect changes in many parameters inside the battery. The
electrochemical models with several parameters and established partial differential and algebraic equations,
however, are too complex for practical applications in the defect evaluation of Li-ion batteries [78,79].

3.5.3. Technique Based on Signal Processing

For detecting faults, the raw signal must be processed. The signal processing-based technique for detecting
basic target signals can be regarded as defining a threshold value; if the specified target signal reaches this
threshold, the battery will be identified as having a problem. When dealing with difficult-to-detect complex
targets, the defect may be connected to the resultant signal's phase, amplitude, frequency, etc [80].

3.5.4. Technique Based on Knowledge

In the early stages of battery defect detection, the knowledge-based technique has found wide applicability.
For diagnostic purposes employing knowledge of concepts as well as processing techniques, it mostly relies on
intuitive analytical techniques including inferential evaluation and logical judgment. This approach is
appropriate for nonlinear and complicated systems and does not necessitate a precise mathematical model.
However, it necessitates a thorough investigation of the fault procedure and learning about lithium batteries [81].

4. Battery Sensing Approaches
The typical measurement data for battery sensors—voltage, current, and temperature—are still under

development and are more closely related to the battery's electrical and thermal data. A more thorough
knowledge of the battery will be possible with the addition of some smart measurement data on the
electrochemical, mechanical, acoustical, and optical performances of the battery. A further recent advancement
in battery sensing techniques is acoustic and optical sensing, which can be integrated into the battery or
connected to the surface to continuously record temperature, strain, and other characteristics and, using
algorithms, estimate SoC/SoH [44,45]. One of the most crucial stages that must be maintained to enhance
performance and lengthen the lifespan of batteries is the state of charge (SoC), which represents the capacity of
the battery [82]. Systems of today frequently draw their estimators from measurements of voltage, current, and
temperature, which might result in incorrect value estimates while the system is operating. Recent years have
seen a huge increase in the use of mechanically based measures to close data gaps, supplement conventional
measurements, and offer more precise data regarding the internal condition of lithium-ion batteries [83].
Accurate sensing with fine temporal and spatial resolution is essential for an effective and advanced battery to
ensure safe and dependable operation, determine and anticipate the real-time states, and provide a basis for
controlling the temperature, energy management, as well as battery life management, emphasized in [46]. A
high-safety charging strategy is required due to the increasing demand for high energy storage density, which is
pushing LIBs to larger design sizes. This increased demand for high energy storage density places an ever-
increasing demand on accurate management of battery operating conditions. Emerged BMSs have improved
recently, but they still rely on complicated algorithms, and new hardware units, like implanted sensors, need to
be developed in order to learn about the battery's internal state. The efficiency of management will be further
improved by having access to the operating batteries' internal data, which will substantially increase the
accuracy of status estimation [84].

4.1 Electrochemical Sensing

Electrochemical sensing is used to examine the electrode electrochemical method, which is visible in
battery impedance spectroscopy. To characterize and model batteries, impedance spectroscopy has been
utilized successfully in the laboratory. Direct onboard evaluations of battery life impedance have also been
proven to be accurate. Two methodologies for online battery impedance measurements seem promising. One
approach requires the use of an AC signal generator integrated into the vehicle that can supply the battery with
power at a specific frequency [85]. Therefore, the battery impedance at different frequencies may be calculated
using the load current and measured voltage. The alternative method is more flexible, and signal processing
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methods like the Fourier transformation and the wavelet transformation can quickly gather the battery
impedance during the running current or step over a wide frequency range [86].

Rechargeable battery management is facilitated by AC impedance spectra. An onboard impedance
measurement system with an affordable price and low level of complexity must be realized by the management
based on the AC impedance. Wang et al. introduced a novel impedance measurement system with distributed
sample units and a high-power dual active bridge (DAB) converter. The DAB converter is configured to provide
the AC disturbance to measure the battery impedance almost consistently. To determine a module's impedance
(shown in Figure 6), distributed signal sampling devices concurrently monitor the voltage and current of all the
battery cells connected in series with the module The technology's distinctiveness is reflected in how easily it
can be included in a bidirectional onboard charger and how well it works with the battery management system,
which reduces both expenses and complexity [87].

Figure 6. (I) Battery impedance measurement system implementation. (II)The DAB converter generates the following output current
waveforms at various frequencies: (a) 500 hertz, (b) 100 hertz, (c) 50 hertz, and (d) 0.1 hertz [87].

Figure 7.With a scan rate of 50.0 mV/s, differential pulse voltage measurement curves of 100.0 M L-tryptophan on a graphite electrode in a
pH-variable Britton-Robinson buffer solution were recorded [88].

An electrochemical sensor that could recognize the target analytic was low-cost and non-toxic and was
designed to help reduce electronic waste as demonstrated by Tasic et al. According to this, an electrochemical
sensor for measuring L-tryptophan in the Britton-Robinson buffer mixture was developed using a graphite rod
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from zinc-carbon batteries. Both the peak potential and the intensity of the L-tryptophan oxidation peak were
influenced by the pH of the Britton-Robinson buffer. The peak potential value fell when the pH was between 4.0
and 6.0, demonstrating that protons were also engaged in the process of redox (see Figure 7). The strength of the
current response peaked at pH 4.0 [88]. According to research by Narayana et al., Li2TiO3-multiwalled carbon
nanotube nanocomposite (LTO-MWCNT) made utilizing a one-step hydrothermal technique is being evaluated
as an electrochemical detector for medicinal product formulations (see Figure 8). Concerning the dopamine
injection formulation, the newly built LTO-MWCNT/GC detector displays 98% satisfactory recoveries and is
accurate and precise. The LTO-MWCNT/GC sensor has a lot of promise for use in assessing DA and
medication formulations, according to these findings [89].

Figure 8. Dopamine measurement using Li2TiO3-MWCNT nanocomposite electrodes in an electrochemical sensor platform [89].

4.2 Mechanical Sensing
When a battery is charged or discharged, the behaviors of the lithium ions during insertion and ejection

resemble "breathing," changing the tension on the battery and resulting in deformation. For battery applications,
mechanical detection is just as important as electrical and thermal detection, but it can be difficult to determine
battery stress or distortion, especially for outboard purposes. A stress sensor as well as a strain gauge can
currently be mounted on a battery to measure its stress. The battery's SoC and SoH may then be determined, as
well as the irreversible volume growth caused by SEI development, can be identified using mechanical data
[90,91].

Operando pressure measurements were used by Louli et al. to give a simple approach for detecting the
formation of the solid electrolyte interphase (shown in Figure 9). To produce cells with better energy densities,
silicon-containing negatively charged Li-ion batteries are now being released on the market. The large volume
increase of silicon, however, causes these batteries to exhibit rapid SEI development and shortened lifespan.
They provide an example of how to rank the performance of the cells by assessing the pace of SEI generation
and tracking operando pressure in silicon-containing cells [49]. Given the numerous cells that make up the
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current automotive battery packages (some hundreds in the case of strong-capacity cells, a few hundred for
solutions based on small cylindrical cells, like in Tesla vehicles), the integration of mechanical sensors in the
individual cells, even in the case of inexpensive strain gauges, still appears prohibitive. On the other hand, using
mechanical sensors for in-operando investigations of Li-ion cells is a very potent way to enhance battery
modeling software and the BMS approaches that go along with it [92].

A rectangular rosette gauge for strain and two piezoelectric transducers have been used to monitor the
normal operation of a 18650 lithium-ion cell. Information regarding the mechanism of cell deformation and the
structure of the electrodes during cycling is provided by sensors used for mechanical measurements. Three
different mechanical processes were identified by the strain gauge output. As a result of the extraction of lithium
ions from the graphite negative electrode, an isotropic cylindrical shrinkage is the primary deformation pattern
during the galvanostatic discharge process. When the state of charge drops below 40 in cyclic voltammetry
mode for close to zero-rate discharge, the deformation pattern transforms into spherical growth [93].

Figure 9. Representation of Operando Pressure Measurements [49].

4.3 Acoustic Sensing
When a battery cycles, its volume expands and contracts, changing both its acoustic impedance and its

volume. Acoustic sensing is a special method for battery sensing and detection that takes advantage of this
phenomenon. Ultrasonic diagnostics, one of the non-destructive characterization techniques for materials, has
had some early success when it comes to internal detection of gas, electrical abuse monitoring [94], and state
estimation. When evaluated after the transmitting device generates the pulse signal, the peak height and delay
time of the received wave show significant relationships with the SoC of the battery [95] as well as
electrochemical charge/discharge cycling and ageing [96]. The acoustical sensing generator and receiver are still
in the laboratory stage, similar to the aforementioned stress sensing. Acoustic sensing is subdivided into two:
passive and active acoustic sensing (see Figure 10).
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Figure 10. Schematic representation of passive and active acoustic sensing.

4.3.1. Passive Acoustic Sensing

Along with the degrading mechanisms brought on by electrolytes, the mechanical development of
electrodes frequently leads to fracture occurrences and an associated release of electrical power. Accordingly, as
shown in Figure 11, these events result in the emission of acoustic waves that depend on the inherent properties
of the material (crystallographic arrangement, size of grains, changes in phase, etc.). These waves also depend
on stresses that are created during cycling [97,98]. Thus, acoustic emission (AE) characterization appears well
suited for monitoring a material used for electrodes that go through transitions in phase and continuously
expand or contract throughout cycling, leading to a variety of fracture forms and locations, as it is a non-
destructive and passive technique. The quick detection of degradation (cracks, stress) in the construction of
concrete and the development of preventative maintenance through the strain mapping of aeronautical
components are two common applications of AE in civil engineering. AE has had a difficult time making a
name for itself in the battery industry, even though it was used to study the beta-alumina electrolyte degradation
in extreme temperatures of sodium-sulfur batteries in the early 1970s [99]. The work of Ohzuku et al., in which
Li/MnO2 coin cells were implanted with an acoustic transducer connected to the cell shell using silicon grease
[97], rekindled interest in it in the 1990s. The authors discovered events that they connected to electrochemical
grinding of the electrodes, phase transitions, or gas formation by analyzing the acoustic emission signals
produced by the cell during cycling. They also suggested that it would be possible to forecast or forewarn cell
failure using such an analytical method. This provided the foundation for more recent AE sensing applications
in the realm of batteries, including studies into SEI formation, Li-driven volumetric variations in graphite and
silicon substrates, and chemo-mechanical effects in multilayer oxide substrates [100,101]. According to Choe et
al., waveform analysis using scanning electron microscope (SEM) data allowed for the identification of two
distinct types of AE events in LiCoO2/C cells [102]. These events, which were attributed to SEI development
and LiCoO2 fracture, respectively, were revealed over two distinct frequency areas The AE spectra will depend
on cell chemistry, as demonstrated by recent research on LiNiO2/Li cells where three different types of acoustic
events can be distinguished during cycling [103]. Along with particle fracture, the positive electrode also
showed signs of the cathode electrolyte interphase (CEI) growing. Cell voltage guidance, however, was required
to identify these occurrences, along with concomitant EIS and SEM data. Therefore, even though the very
sensitive approach is rather simple to use, its challenge lies in how difficult it is to connect observable events
with their physical basis unless it is supported by other analytical methods.
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Figure 11. (I) Experimental setup linking AE and electrochemical measurements, (II) Primary auditory properties of a typical waveform
signal, (III) Population P1 evolution during charging via cycling on the LaNi5-based electrode, and (IV) Correlation between the LaNi5-
based electrode's discharge capacity and cumulated P1 acoustic activity [98].

4.3.2. Active Acoustic Sensing

Acoustic ultrasound characterization is being used in new investigations. It is an active, but non-destructive
method that makes use of two piezoelectric transducers [104–107]. One sensor cycles the battery by injecting
sound waves at a specific frequency, while the other sensor detects the wave once it has moved through the
battery medium. The wave's propagation speed and amplitude retardation are both influenced by the loading
process of the electrolyte, residual bubbles of gases, and other properties of the electrodes, separators, and
current collector surfaces that it is crossing, among other factors. It is possible to simulate the time-of-flight
(ToF) "versus" amplitude spectrum of receiving pulses using elastic wave propagation theory, which is
temporally recorded upon cycling, despite the spectra's complexity. It is possible to deduce a connection
between the ultrasonic spectrum and SoC from this data. An explicit example is provided by an operand study of
commercialized LiCoO2/C pouch cells that were investigated in several SoC employing pulses of 200 kHz. The
amplitude along with the ToF of one peak of the rectified incoming pulses showed a linear dependence on the
SoC (see Figure 12) [95], allowing models for forecasting the SoH to be developed [108].

By building an ultrasonic imaging apparatus out of two portable ultrasonic sensors placed on each side of a
pouch cell while the entire cell is submerged in silicone fluid for ultrasonic coupling, J. Dahn et al. recently
showed how to use ultrasound in the field of batteries more simply and effectively [109,110]. By measuring the
transmitted wave's amplitude, the authors were able to see how the electrolyte was distributed within the cell as
a result of impregnation time and electrolyte concentration because the transmitted signal's attenuation differed
significantly between dried, wetted, and gas-containing electrodes. Researchers were also able to spot the first
indications of gassing and calculate how many cycles are left before the cell dries up by cycling the Li-ion
NMC/C cells with varying temperatures, threshold voltages, or electrolytes. As a result, it presents the
opportunity to track cell performance over time and aid with Li-ion pouch cell electrolyte filling using ultrasonic
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imaging. In LIB production facilities, this might be very helpful for online inspection if there are methods
available to control the inclusion of silicone oil.

Figure 12. (I) Ultrasonic pulsed excitation for state-of-charge estimation, (II) Transmission of RCN-pulses across a completely charged and
fully depleted lithium-ion battery pouch cell, (III) Transmission of RCN-pulse signals with a smoothed modulus through a lithium-ion
battery pouch cell [95].

The sensors that have been previously addressed (temperature, strain gauge, electrochemical, as well as
acoustic) provide several benefits and give the ability to obtain critical metrics for monitoring the degeneration
of commercial devices under simulated working conditions. With Exceptustic technologies, the majority of
these sensing techniques can scarcely access several metrics with any degree of accuracy. Although acoustics is
excellent at showing the results of mechanical effects, it has trouble identifying the precise causes. They also do
not give users immediate access to crucial temperature or thermodynamics observables. The advent of optical
sensing, on the other hand, makes it possible to access related physical, thermal, and chemical characteristics
that are crucial for predicting cell death or preventing thermal runaway as well as tracking the dynamic
chemistry of parasitic events.

4.4 Optical Sensing

4.4.1. Sensor with an Optical Fibre Bragg Grating

The evolution of communications technologies based on optical fibres and optoelectronic devices has
helped the development of optical sensors for several applications in the engineering and healthcare sectors. The
variety of optical sensing techniques is based on the many physical processes whereby light interacts with
materials through scattering, diffraction, or absorption. These interactions for fibres may occur along the whole
length of the fibre or may be selectively localized to provide distributed or quasi-distributed sensors. Single-
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mode optical fibres (SMF) employed in optical fibre bragg grating (FBG) detectors, for instance, have a periodic
fluctuation in the refractive index engraved across a small distance [111].

A well-known technology utilized in many applications, such as building, construction, and assembly
sectors for structural health monitoring, is the Bragg grating area of SMF-FBG sensors, which functions as a
reflector for a certain wavelength λB. They work by connecting the local temperature (T), pressure (P), and
strain (ε) of the environment to the wavelength dependence of the signal (λB) [35]. They are capable of
multiplexed, multi-parameter sensing, are electromagnetic interference-resistant, environmentally benign,
insulating against electricity, compact, and have a small form factor [111]. These benefits have led to the
employment of SMF-FBG sensors in fuel-cell battery stacks for temperature and control of water by
simultaneously monitoring local temperature and humidity (with a polymer layer) during transient operating
conditions [112].

SMF-FBG sensors have also been used in the production of batteries due to the creative work of PARC (a
Xerox company), Pinto's group, and others [113–116]. Under actual operating conditions, FBGs were shown to
be effective at capturing accurate cell temperature images of Li-ion pouch cells and cylindrical cells [117–120].
As a result, it was possible to examine how overcharging or an external short-circuit affected heating inside the
cell core and gain access to the temperature gradient that was electrochemically created there. To decouple ε and
T, two sensors can be used, including two FBGs or one FBG plus one Fabry-Perot sensing device [121,122]. In
addition to monitoring the temperature with exceptional sensitivity and spatial resolution, FBGs are sensitive to
strain (ε). In their foundational work, PARC showed how pairs of FBGs can be smartly configured to monitor
strain and temperature in sizable-format lithium-ion pouch cells for electric automobile uses [22,119–122]. In
many different operational and safety-critical circumstances, this approach is the most effective way to monitor
these variables. Based on the precision of the strain measured by FBGs, they were able to predict the capacity up
to 10 cycles with a 2% error in advance, allowing them to estimate the SoC of the pouch cells under different
temperature settings and dynamic cycling with an error of less than 2.5%. As a result, it implies that cell
capacity can be inferred via strain measurement. Further integrating an FBG sensor into the graphite electrode of
a liquid pouch cell and surreptitiously converting strain into stress to monitor its fluctuations are also possible,
as demonstrated by PARC. Currently, this method is being successfully applied to batteries made from solid-
state materials, demonstrating the viability of tracking stress evolutions at interfaces as well as within solid
composite electrodes, and providing recommendations for electrode architectures and cell assembly topologies
in highly awaited solid-state storage devices [123].

Figure 13. Battery-internal optical fibre sensing concept [46].
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Despite the above-mentioned insights from SMF-FBGs, which are associated observables with battery SoC
or SoH, the relationship between the measurements and the fundamental chemistry was not founded. In a recent
study, Huang et al. combined an SMF-FBG with a second FBG that was designed in a microstructured optical
fibre (MOF-FBG), giving a significant response to pressure from hydraulics due to the design of its air-hole
pattern. The gap between the two FBGs was only partially filled by this study. As a result, the cell can precisely
decouple its internal conditions of pressure and temperature throughout cycling. They used 18650
commercialized Na-ion cells, which depend on the NVPF/C cell chemistry, to show that it is possible to trace
chemical events, such as the development of SEI and the formation of parasitic chemical processes. We can also
indirectly monitor and analyze the flow of heat produced by the cells during various applications owing to a
novel operando optical calorimetry technique developed employing a thermal model and many FBG sensors
(Figure 13) [46]. It makes it possible to obtain the contributions to heat capacity and, as a result, fully
parameterize battery thermal models, unlike isothermal calorimetry [124]. These results allow for the
monitoring of interfacial processes and offer a scalable way for evaluating the function of electrolyte
compounds during the process of SEI/CEI production, as most recently shown by the discovery of a highly
efficient electrolyte formulation for Na-ion cells [125]. Additionally, to design battery temperature management
systems, it is essential to comprehend the thermodynamic characteristics of the cell as determined by this
method [126].

4.4.2. Evanescent Wave Sensor Made of Fibre Optics

We must first overcome the scenario where light is blocked inside the fibre core, as previously mentioned
relative intensity (RI), to gather detailed chemical data regarding the materials used for electrodes, Li inventory,
or electrolyte parameters like the refractive index. An optical sensing technology that relies on the interaction of
the evanescent field with the surfaces at the fiber-to-medium interface (FOEWS) is used, for instance, by
an optical fibre evanescent wave sensor to quantify refractive index variations. To enable this, the optical fiber's
design must be changed so that light moving along its axis can partially elude the core and reach the contact
between the fibre and the surroundings. Evanescent waves are generated when the fibre cladding is partially or
entirely removed. This can be done by etching [127], polishing, or even simply writing FBGs on the cladding.
These waves can travel up to a hundred nanometers through the external medium [128]. Another technique
entailed either extending the FBGs' grating period (from 500 nanometers to a few hundred micrometers) or
sloping the grating plane, which led to the creation of two additional kinds of sensors known as long-period
grating (LPG) as well as tilted fibre bragg grating (TFBG) sensors, respectively [127,128]. LPG and TFBG are
useful for practical gas/liquid detection, (bio-)chemical sensing, and electrochemistry applications like
supercapacitors because they are responsive to the related refractive index when the light from these devices'
cladding modes penetrates the surrounding fibre environment [129,130] (see Figure 14).

Plasmonic sensors, which in this regard can be viewed as fibre optics coated by an extremely thin metal
coating that induces a resonance called surface plasmon (SPR), are by nature hypersensitive to the ambient
atmosphere's relative intensity (RI) [131]. The scientific community has become interested in Surface Plasmon
(SP) based biosensors recently due to their numerous applications and outstanding performance. These sensors
have emerged as attractive options for biosensing applications by utilizing surface plasmon resonance (SPR) and
SP propagation at metal-dielectric principles [132]. To give improved RI sensitivity than bare TFBGs, a metal
coating (often Au, Ag, etc.) is applied to a fibre carrying a TFBG. This is one possible implementation of an
SPR sensor. Guo and Albert et al. (2018) demonstrated that they used a TFBG-SPR sensor to monitor the SoC
of a supercapacitor since the electrolyte content in a supercapacitor varies with SoC (anions adsorb at one of the
electrodes, whereas cations adsorb at the second) [45].

The precise features of the electrolytes being evaluated, changes brought on by a particular electrolyte's
deterioration, or variations in the amount of salt or solvent content within the electrolyte are all still unknown,
although the potential advantage of RI. Unfortunately, the cell's dynamic chemistry is still a mystery. Do optical
sensors have the ability to detect this chemistry? Given that other spectroscopic method, including Raman,
phosphorescence, and IR spectroscopy spectroscopies, also make use of evanescent waves, this may be one of
the most promising features of such sensors [133,134]. A step in this direction was taken when it was revealed
that the lithiation of graphite electrode is related to a transmittance in the NIR (near-infrared) region (700-900
nm) within the silicon dioxide fibre transmittance zone (0-3m). Thus, the variations in graphite's optical
properties can be identified by expanding the FOEWS from RI to spectroscopic measurements. Using these
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FOEWS, it is possible to calculate the SoH and measure the SoC of graphite by keeping an eye on the inventory
loss of Li during cycling. In one experiment, while the cells (each with a distinctive composition of electrolyte)
underwent electrochemical cycling, Te2As3Se5 glass fibres were placed into the inner holes of 18650 Na-ion
batteries and connected to a NIR electromagnetic signal transmitter and receiver [135]. In one experiment, while
the cells (each with a distinctive composition by looking at the obtained spectra from the creation cycle and
prolonged cycling, it is possible to quantify Na-alkyl carbonates with Na-methoxy species. This is made
possible by the appearance of additional infrared radiation bands in devices using DMC-based electrolytes. By
using infrared absorption spectroscopy, it is possible to characterize chemical species as they emerge during
battery construction and cycling, extending battery life and increasing the likelihood of sustainability.

Figure 14. Representation of evanescent waves for optical sensing: (a) the underlying FOEWS principle, as well as the numerous sensors
that rely on it, (b) accompanied by a standard resonance spectrum, (c) an adapted version of where a thin metallic plasmonic film was placed
to activate the surface plasmon resonance, (d) An operando measurement using a tapered chalcogenide fibre and an accompanying infrared
absorption spectrum collection [135].

5. Summary and Conclusions
LIBs are widely used due to features such as elevated voltage, prolonged cycling life, and reduced self-

discharge. Sensor data provides information on temperature and stress, enabling computer models. A robust
battery sensing system is needed. Handling batteries carefully is essential to protect their security and shelf life,
and a BMS is needed to ensure battery performance meets the needs of the automobile. Battery sensors can be
used to measure the electrical and thermal characteristics of the battery, as well as its electrochemical,
mechanical, acoustical, and optical behaviors. Electrochemical sensors can identify an AC signal generator,
while mechanical sensors can measure the SoC and SoH of the battery and detect volume expansion caused by
SEI growth. Acoustic sensing, ultrasonic diagnostics, and optical sensors are being developed to detect physical-
chemical-thermal parameters and link them to SoC, SoH, and SoP, as well as the state of safety of storage
devices.

They can be used in both aqueous and non-aqueous environments. A novel approach to understanding a
battery's theoretical functionality during real-time use will be provided by fusing the development of these
diagnostic tools with cutting-edge BMS strategies. Batteries will become more user-friendly, useful, and less
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replaceable if they provide correct information and, more critically, information history. This tactic can increase
their general adoption in the transportation sector and other industries, some of which may be early converts due
to their more stringent operating requirements and higher cost endurance than electric automobiles (such as
aviation and military). The monitoring of battery parameters at the component level, including temperature (T),
pressure (P), strain (ε), the liquid electrolyte layer (RI and parasitic chemical species), and the level of the
interface, is necessary to increase battery dependability and sustainability, as we have previously stated.
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Abbreviations
LIBs Lithium ion-based batteries
BMS Battery Management System
SoC State of charge
SoH State of health
SEI Solid electrolyte interphase
IoT Internet of Things
EVs Electric vehicles
UBHC The upper bound of the heating current
QRL Quality, Reliability, and Life
TC Thermocouples
RTD Resistance temperature detectors
XPS X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy
XRD X-ray diffraction
SEM Scanning electron microscope
EIS Electrochemical impedance spectroscope
ECMs Equivalent circuit models
STEM Scanning transmission electron microscopy
OFS Optical fibre sensor
EIS Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy
DAB Dual active bridge converter
LTO-MWCNT Li2TiO3-multiwalled carbon nanotube nanocomposite
AE Acoustic emission
CEI Cathode electrolyte interphase
FBG Fibre bragg grating
BTMS Battery thermal management system
SMF Single-mode optical fibres
MOF Microstructured optical fibre
RI Refractive index
LPG Long-period grating
TFBG Tilted fibre bragg grating
SPR Surface plasmon resonance
FOEW Fiber optic evanescent wave
NIR Near-infrared region
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Symbol Description Unit
T Local temperature
P Pressure
ε strain
λB Wavelength dependence of the signal
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